Eight reasons to use
SolarWinds Mail Assure
Cybercriminals love email. It remains one of the most common attack vectors—and one of the easiest
entry points—for cyberattacks. It’s a tool used by a significant number of people to get an incredible
amount of work done.
With SolarWinds® Mail Assure you can provide your customers with powerful, affordable email protection
and continuity designed to help keep them safe and keep their email up and running, while freeing your
team from time-consuming spam and malware mitigation.
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Advanced threat protection for inbound and outbound email
Mail Assure checks every incoming, outgoing, and internal email
for malware, phishing, ransomware, viruses, spam, and other
threats. Our proprietary machine learning technology draws on
insights from emails sent across the Mail Assure user base of over
23 million mailboxes, to continuously update our threat database.
This helps deliver 99.999% filtering accuracy with close to zero
false positives. We also follow frequent development cycles to help
keep Mail Assure updated against the latest outbreaks.
Email continuity
Mail Assure was designed to help provide email continuity and
uninterrupted business productivity. Even if an email server goes
down, users can still receive, read, and send email via a web
interface supported by a network of highly available global data
centers.
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Email security made affordable
With Mail Assure, you pay per mailbox. You won’t be locked into
a long-term contract or forced to purchase a huge number of
mailboxes upfront. Instead, you benefit from a simple, unified
email security platform with predictable billing each month. And
because Mail Assure is entirely cloud-based, there’s no need
to buy new hardware or install software on your customers’
endpoints. Finally, Mail Assure’s filtering technology includes
24/7 email continuity, anti-phishing and impersonation
protection by default—no upcharge!
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Total visibility and control over email flow
With the Mail Assure multitenant web interface, available in
multiple languages, you get more control over email flow. You
can set access and permission levels to allow your technicians
and customers to view all quarantined messages, then release,
remove, blacklist, whitelist, or block those messages as needed.
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Integration with other email services and infrastructure
Mail Assure works with any on-premises or cloud-based
email service, adding an extra layer of protection to the
default security features built into those platforms. Whether
your customers use Microsoft 365™, Microsoft Exchange ®,
Google ® G Suite ® or other email tools, Mail Assure can help.
Seamless integration with Microsoft 365
Mail Assure includes an add-in, available from Microsoft
AppSource ®, to make integration with Microsoft 365 easier.
This is designed to give Microsoft 365 users greater control
and transparency over their email flow, while enjoying the
benefits of Mail Assure’s additional layer of email security
and continuity. The Microsoft 365 add-in enables users
to mark messages as “spam” or “not spam” right from
Outlook®—from the web or from their macOS ®, Windows PC,
iOS ®, iPadOS ®, or Android® device. In addition, a Microsoft
365 sync functionality simplifies onboarding of Microsoft
365 customers from the multitenant dashboard, by safely
connecting with Microsoft 365 credentials.
Data loss prevention with email archiving
Our built-in email archiving feature encrypts, compresses,
and stores all legitimate incoming and outgoing messages
in Mail Assure’s cloud-based vault to help ensure a safe and
searchable history of email communication and avoid the risk
of losing messages. Robust encryption in transit (using TLS
encryption) and at rest (using AES encryption) helps keep
data secure.
Regional data storage support
Many businesses face strict rules regarding data processing
and security, and therefore need to use data centers located
in specific regions. Mail Assure offers a default global region,
but also allows you to select storage options for your logs,
quarantines, and archive data in the US, EU, UK, Australia, and
Canada.

Start your free trial of SolarWinds Mail Assure today.
Visit solarwindsmsp.com/products/mail to learn more.
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